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chris then orders the j'avo to leave, and the
group makes their way into a room. chris then
reveals that he has an m91, a large rifle, which
he used to kill jd. the j'avo, having nothing to
say, leave the room, and chris asks for the
group to leave. he then explained that it was
the c-virus, which caused him to turn into a
j'avo and explained what happened with the
president. after failing to infiltrate the family's
stronghold in lanshiang, kennedy and harper's
missions are extended by benford to protect
the president from further attacks, and to
investigate the nature of the family. on 8 july
2013, kennedy is assigned to track down the
genetic hybrid terrorist at an undisclosed
location in china. the agent returns to the
church to find it most of the inhabitants dead,
by the hand of jd. jd tells kennedy that he
merely let his guard down for a second; he
returns kennedy's gear before he begins to
turn. buddy arrives and blames kennedy for
what happened; however, jd claims kennedy is
not their enemy. jd succumbs to the plaga and
attacks buddy, however he is promptly killed by
kennedy. kennedy tries to reason with buddy,
asking him to hand over the plaga, to which he
refuses. the government then began to bomb
the area, causing the church to collapse. buddy
escapes, and kennedy pursues him. kennedy
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makes his way to the presidential building,
which has been left devastated by the lickers,
leaving hundreds of dead soldiers. kennedy
infiltrates the building, and is then encountered
by two lickers who fail to detect him, until a
soldier reaches for his leg and whimpers in
pain. kennedy runs from them, managing to kill
one, and causes the other to fall to its demise
after he charges through a door which leads to
a massive elevator shaft.
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Shenmei dies of the virus, leading the agents to
suspect Graham of being a zombie. After

Shenmei dies, the agents question Graham.
They now wonder if Graham was responsible

for the death of the President. Graham is
eventually convinced to open the Vault for

them, leading them to find the fake President
lying peacefully inside. Shenmei's death is

revealed by the President, who begs the agents
to kill him and give her the chance to return to
life. At the end of the mission, a final message
from the President is shown, stating that the

nation has been preserved, thanks to Graham's
actions. With the President in a coma and

Kessen safely protected at the White House,
the team set out to find and neutralise the
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hacker, determined to find the source and
prevent another WP collapse. Upon arriving at

the location of the hacker, the team is attacked
by a group of armed men armed with handguns
and led by a man called Cassie, who warns the

agents to stay away from him or be injured,
before using a radio to contact their

headquarters. Shenmei remains behind to
ensure the President is protected while Leon

and Jason accompany Patrick and Kessen
across a field to meet with Cassie, where they

inform him that they seek the source of the
cyber-hacking - located on Harvester Island -

before proceeding to battle him and his group.
While the battle continues, Cassie explains to

Patrick that his mother, Helen, was the original
victim of the cyber-hacking incident and that

the nature of the virus requires DNA and blood
samples to remove. When he questions this
and reveals that the only sample available is

his own, Cassie reveals that the samples were
switched during his capture by the Cyber-

Hackers, preparing them for the attack, and
that Ryan acquired the DNA from the infected

files to create a serum. 5ec8ef588b
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